SPRAY TEX

DESCRIPTION

SPRAY-TEX is a Dry-side spot remover that can be used for wet and dry-side, pre and post spotting applications. SPRAY-TEX is safe to most garments, materials and dyes when used in accordance with usage instructions.

APPLICATION

SPRAY-TEX is a highly effective spray spotter/spotting agent with the ability to work on a wide range of dry and wet-side stains. Effective on the spotting board in a spray tank mixed with water, or for applying directly for dry-side stain removal. SPRAY-TEX is compatible with perc and hydrocarbon solvent systems.

USAGE

SPRAY-TEX should be used according to the following directions:

NOTES:

Always test unfamiliar fabrics for color fastness!

1. For Dry-Side Spotting: Apply SPRAY-TEX liberally to stained area directly from the container. Tamp with tamping brush or gently work with bone scraper until stain lifts. Dry-clean garment in perc or hydrocarbon.

2. For Spray Tank Applications: For spray tank and general spotting, mix 8 parts water to 1 part SPRAY-TEX. Mix thoroughly. Spray directly onto soiled area and dry-clean.

PACKAGING

SPRAY-TEX is packaged in 4 x 1 gallon cases.